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Features Key:
Activity-based combat! (again)
Classic turn-based, gridless combat, with a 3D display style.
Career mode for level advancement, upgradable equipment, complex customization
Embark on quests with an NPC companion
Customization options for combat, spells, and crafting
A 3D world to explore, with character progression, upgradeable equipment, and production facilities
Automated fetch quests, and a never-ending adventure
Buy and sell equipment in stores, with a simple crafting system
Battle large groups in boss battles or team up with your friends for a rebellion
Features rotatable equipment so you can see inside your weapons and armor
Play as a man, a woman, or both!

In 2016 Rockstar released the post-apocalyptic action-adventure game “Red Dead Redemption 2”, a western with a great storytelling about a world after technology has caused a second global collapse. With a strong narrative, fantastic characters, and breathtaking graphics, the post-apocalyptic setting was
a well-developed one, but it had one flaw: no gameplay. A little lack of a gameplay could change a game for good, because even if a game tries to be the best in the narrative or artistic field, it will never be as much as it can if it doesn’t have a relevant gameplay.

Maybe the fans of the “Red Dead Redemption” games did not understand why the developers wanted to make the game without a traditional gameplay, and now we have reached 2018, three years after the release of the last part, and we can say that developer Gusto Interactive got the credit they deserved

Since 2014 they have been developing the new game, which features four unique campaigns : what if a world came back to a pre-WWII environment? What if it’s a not post-apocalyptic world 
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]]> Wed, 10 May 2014 19:48:34 +0000 seems that I need to verify that I am receiving payment for playing in the game Rustangelo. Here is what I have done so far: The in-game store page has a button to verify that you are receiving the correct payments
for the products that you have purchased. I have provided an email address as well as a password to the store during registration. But I have yet to see any kind of verification message that appears in my email, and I have yet to receive an email or a
message on the in-game store page indicating that the payment was successful. The game says that if the payment is confirmed successfully that I will receive "Congratulations!" But the text above the button is not appearing when I try the online store.
Currently, the store page does not offer any kind of feedback when the payment has been verified. Is there anything else I need to do to verify that payment is going through and that Rustangelo is providing what I would expect after paying? ]]> Sat, 05 May
2014 15:22:44 +0000've been having some trouble putting together the code for the game Rustangelo. I am looking at a rather large source file and that is a bit daunting for me. I think I have everything I need to make the game work with the help of
Rustangolist.com and all the game designs and assets I have acquired. However, I am having some trouble putting together the proper code to do all the things that I have in mind. In this post I will try to describe my progress in developing the in-game tool
for all player action. First I will describe how Rustango is set up to operate. Then I will describe the in-game store, maps, and day/night cycle. From there I will describe the main menu, the current workshop tasks,

What's new:

Race changed: Last time I checked race Ultralisk changed: 1+ dropped last time I checked Slayer changed: Last time I checked Slayer was on a 14 second cooldown Shadow Bolt+Shackle changed:
I think this is just a buff to shackle, I don't remember the nubs in being smaller or having to attack Shadow Slash+Shadow Bolt changed: These two buffs were moved to display at the end of the
tool tips, but I always assumed these were part of shackle, just executed immediately Death Coil changed: I think this is a buff to earthquake + dark teleport, however I remember not doing more
than 2 at the same time Execute changed: Execute was made somewhat OP (not the best judging how the bonuses work together). It is the fastest (but only last click) cast available for your entire
team. Herald of Doom changed: This probably is not changed. Just the tooltip Phantom Pain changed: The previous version of this was only +1 damage for highest rank, this one is like the old
version except the damage cap is +4 and there are 3 ranks, 9 same value damage, 9 even, 9 odd. Summon Guardian changed: a buff to guardian, no change to triggering Demonbolt changed: a
buff to demonbolt, no change to triggering Sonic Wave changed: a buff to concussive shot, no change to triggering Runebreaker changed: a buff to banish to rune(s) Fletcher's Bane changed: no
change to rune, same old linked curse The Fog changed: a buff to fog, no change to triggering Time Walk changed: an overabundance of buffs to the movement skill, no change to triggering Ghost
changed: a buff to ghost, no change to triggering Razorfen Slashes changed: a buff to focus, no change to triggering Blink changed: still crap sometimes, but more predictable Time Stop changed:
This might be a buff to rune, I don't remember getting 100% aim or % of the damage before this Razorstorm changed: it was changed from "The longer duration of this skill increases your Aim by
2% for each second it lasts." to "The longer this skill lasts, the better your aim is." now I do not know if this is buff or nerf Shadow Slash changed: What 
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Windows 7 Windows 8 Windows 8.1 Windows 10 Linux Mint 17.3/Xfce Mac OS X 10.10/Xfce Minimum: OS: Windows 7 Processor: 2 GHz Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: 3D accelerated video card Disk Space: 300 MB
Recommended: Processor: 2.5 GHz Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: 3D accelerated
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